Junk Pickup: Accepted Large Items
This list may not include all large items. If you have large items not on this list, please call
your recycling collection company for more information.
Note: Mixed construction and demolition debris cannot be collected through the junk pickup program.
Residents may choose their own hauler from the list of non-exclusive haulers for removal. If you have
items including, but not limited to, carpet, scrap lumber, or appliances, please see below for specific
dimensional guidelines and set out instructions.

Item

Description

Basketball hoops

Disassembled

Bathtub

Porcelain, cast iron (incl. Clawfoot).

BBQ grills large

No ashes (cold or hot).
No propane tanks.

Bicycle
Bird bath

Ceramic or concrete. No large fountains.

Box of items

Total weight of box and contents not to exceed 60 pounds and
dimensions of box not to exceed 4’x4’x2’. No Garbage or Hazardous
Waste.

Box spring

See “Mattress”

Camper shell

Must be a shell (not a full camper) from a passenger-sized vehicle
(not commercial). Shell must be no larger than 4’ wide x 8’ long and
no higher than cab of truck. No homemade or hardwood shells.
Aluminum or fiberglass shells are acceptable.

Carpet

Dry: Must be rolled with a length no longer than 6’ and diameter no
larger than 2’.
Wet: Must be rolled with a length no longer than 4’ and diameter no
larger than 2’. Carpets must be bundled or tied and manageable by
one person. One roll equals one item. Padding separate item.

Chairs

Upholstered, wood, plastic or aluminum okay. If chairs are designed
to stack or nest (e.g. white plastic lawn or aluminum chairs), then 4
stacked chairs is 1 item.

Compactors (trash)

Clean and empty.

Computer

Home computer with components (monitor, printer and CPU counts
as one item).

Item

Description

Copier

Desktop or household only.

Counter tops

Length no longer than 8’; each 8’ length counts as one item.

Dishwashers

No water.

Dog house
Doors (closet, front/back door)

No all-mirrored or whole-glass doors. Small glass insert in a
front/back door is acceptable.

Dresser
Dryer
Electronic Components

Can include any or all of the following up to five items per collection:
Stereo receiver, turntable, two speakers, cd player, and/or VCR.

Fax machine
Fences/Gate

Length of sections must be no longer than 8’. No more than 60
pounds. Each bundle is one item. Chainlink should be rolled and
bundled. No entire fences, construction debris or wood/cement
posts.

Fireplace inserts

No ashes (cold or hot).

Fluorescent tubes

6 tubes taped or tied together is 1 item

Foam

Large foam pieces (i.e. foam packing pieces for large electronics)

Freezer

No longer than 6’. Chest or upright, empty (residential type only – no
commercial).

Furnace
Garage door opener

Disassembled and bundled.

Garbage disposal (appliance)
Grandfather clock
Hot tub/spa

Small (2-3 person) size. No water. Deck counts as separate item(s).

Hutch
Kitchen cabinets

Length no longer than 6’.

Ladder
Large Yard Trimmings

Oversized Yard Trimmings such as tree trunks and branches, weight
no greater than 60 pounds and length no longer than 5’ and

Item

Description
diameter no larger than 2’, which are attributed to the normal
activities of a Service Unit.

Lawn furniture

See “chairs” “picnic table” and “wood spool” sections.

Lawn mower

Either with or without motor. No fluids.

Light fixture

Must be placed in a box for collection. See also “box of items.”

Mattress

Mattress and box spring are separate items.
King mattress and box springs (2) count as two items.

Minibike/moped

Either with or without motor. No fluids.

Oven

Empty.

Pallets (wood)

Each pallet counts as 1 item. No cement or construction and
demolition.

Piano or organ

No grand pianos. Upright is acceptable and counts as three items.

Picnic table

Detached benches are extra items. See also “chairs” and “wood
spool” sections.

Ping pong table

Folded in half.

Plastic pools

Disassembled and bundled

Pool cover

Prepared like carpet.

Pool table
Pot belly stoves

No ashes (cold or hot).

Refrigerators

Empty. Doors must be removed or secured closed. Counts as one
item (including removed door). Residential only, no commercial
refrigerators.

Shed

Disassembled and bundled. Prefabricated only. Weight no greater
than 60 pounds.

Sink

Household size, no commercial sinks.

Sofa

If sofa is a sectional, each section counts as one item.

Solar panels

Drained, each unit or panel is one item (like countertops).

Spa cover

See also “hot tub/spa” section.

Speakers

See “Electronic Components”

Stereo

See “Electronic Components”

Item

Description

Stereo cabinets/hi-fi

See “Electronic Components”

Stove

Empty. Loose items secured.

Styrofoam

Large foam pieces (i.e. foam packing pieces for large electronics)

Swing set

Simple, A-frame with slide is acceptable. Jungle gyms must be
disassembled. Each 60-pound bundle counts as one item.

Table saw

Household garage type, not commercial or industrial.

Television

See ”Electronic Components”

Tables

Table leaves may be included, but must be bundled. Each table with
up to three leaves counts as one item.

Tires

Passenger vehicle and pickup truck tires only. May have rims
included. One tire is one item, or one tire/rim is one item or one rim
separated from the tire is one item. May add 4th tire for same cost.

Toilet
Tree stump

Weight no greater than 60 pounds and length no longer than 5’ and
diameter no larger than 2’.

TV

See ”Electronic Components”

VCR

See “Electronic Components”

Vehicle body parts

Disassembled. Items such as car door, hood, fender, car seat, and
camper shell. No glass windshields or engine parts. See also “tires”
and “camper shell” sections.

Video arcade/pinball machines

Limited to one per household.

Washer

Drained.

Water bed

Drained.

Water heater

Drained.

Wheel barrow
White goods

Inoperative or discarded refrigerators, ranges, water heaters,
freezers, and other similar household appliances.

Window/door frames

Frames must be without glass. Window screens are acceptable.

Wood scrap (scrap lumber)

Bundled with a weight no more than 60 pounds and dimensions no
greater than 5’x2’x2’. Must be secured. Each bundle is one item.

Wood spool

Small spool only, similar in size to household picnic furniture.

